**CARE & CLEANING**

**Bottle Pour Assembly Care**

1. The Bottle Pour Assembly is fully submersible and can be safely cleaned with water. Soap can noticeably affect the flavors of fine wine, which is why most wine connoisseurs simply give their glasses a hot water rinse. **(DO NOT PUT IN DISHWASHER – NOT DISHWASHER SAFE.)**

2. Rinsing the Bottle Pour Assembly is recommended between each bottle of wine, especially when changing from one type of wine to another.

   - Lift the Bottle Lock Lever into the vertical (open) position and remove the Bottle Pour Assembly from the empty bottle.
   - Unscrew the Pour Tip. **(DO OVER THE SINK!)**
   - Run the Bottle Tube under water, causing water to flow through the Bottle Pour Assembly and out the Pour Spout.
   - When cleaning, be sure to run water through this filter located at the bottom of the Bottle Tube to clear any sediment that may remain.

3. Shake the Bottle Pour Assembly. Dry with a soft cloth or paper towel or allow it to air-dry.

4. Rinse the Pour Tip under water, and dry with a soft cloth or paper towel. Securely replace the Pour Tip onto the Bottle Pour Assembly by screwing back into place ensuring the O-ring seal is intact.
UNPACKING THE SKYBAR, ONE WINE SYSTEM

1. Removal of Product From Package:
   - Carefully remove Box containing Glass Door – Set it Aside
   - Carefully remove the glass door from the box and install the glass door to the chamber.
   - Locate the pins on the left side of the door. The longer pin indicates the top of the door.
   - Align the door with the cabinet and the lower bottom pin should fit in place. (See Image 4).
   - Slide the Bottle Pour Assembly forward into the bottle. Press the Bottle Lock Lever to the closed position (C).

2. Unit Assembly:
   - Remove Bottle Pour Assembly (BPA) from it’s packaging.
   - Push Lock Lever on Bottle Pour Assembly down to its closed position. (See Image 1) and insert the BPA into the top of the Chamber (See Image 2).
   - Open the Wine Chamber door and press the Press the Bottle Lock Lever to the open position (up) (C).
   - Place the Bottle Tube into the bottle. (See Image 4).
   - Align the bottle’s label and the Pour Spout. (See Image 4).
   - Lift the Bottle Lock Lever to the open position (up) (C).
   - Rotate the Control Knob and press when SET BY TEMP. (J) is displayed. (E) If you rotate the Control Knob first, you will be prompted to PRESS FOR MENU. (F)
   - Rotate the Control Knob clockwise or counter-clockwise to select the desired varietal pre-set options. Once the desired varietal is displayed, press the knob to set the Chilling Chamber to that setting. (F) When the chamber has reached the SET temperature, the display will change to READY. (I) When the chamber has reached the SET temperature, the display will change to READY. (I)
   - Press the Preserve/Unlock to Pour button light (H) will blink as the preservation process begins.
   - When you see the desired menu option, press the Control Knob to select that option. (G) To VIEW SET TEMP, Rotate the Control Knob and press when SET BY TEMP is displayed. (D) (G)
   - Set by WINE TYPE: Rotate the Control Knob and press when SET BY WINE TYPE is displayed. (G) Rotate the knob clockwise or counter-clockwise to cycle through the various varietal pre-set options. Once the desired varietal is displayed, press the knob to set the Chilling Chamber to that setting. (F) When the chamber has reached the SET temperature, the display will change to READY. (I)
   - Set by TEMP: Rotate the Control Knob and press when SET BY TEMP is displayed. (J) Rotate the Control Knob clockwise or counter-clockwise to select from the temperature options. Once the desired temperature is displayed, press the Control Knob to save the setting.

SETTING UP THE SKYBAR, ONE WINE SYSTEM

1. Selecting the Temperature
   - Press the Control Knob, You will see <MENU OPTIONS > displayed. (G) Note: If you rotate the Control Knob first, you will be prompted to PRESS FOR MENU. (F)
   - Rotate the Control Knob either clockwise or counter-clockwise to see the various feature options. a. VIEW SET TEMP. b. SET BY TEMP. d. TURN LIGHT ON or OFF
   - When you see the desired menu option, press the Control Knob to select that option.

2. Installing Glass Doors:
   - Carefully remove Packaging from the One Wine System – Set it Aside
   - Carefully Lift Wine Bottle Pour Assembly from the Chamber containing the Wine System onto preferred location.
   - Remove Packaging from the Chamber containing the Bottle Pour Assemblies.

3. Assembling the Skybar, One Wine System
   - Remove the foil wrapper.
   - Completely remove the foil wrapper.
   - until it has cleared the chamber opening.
   - the preservation process begins immediately as the wine begins chilling.

ASSEMBLING THE SKYBAR, ONE WINE SYSTEM

1. RemoVal of Product From Package:
   - Carefully remove Box containing Glass Door – Set it Aside
   - Carefully remove Packaging from the One Wine System (save packaging).
   - Carefully Lift Wine System onto preferred location.
   - Remove Packaging from the Chamber containing the Bottle Pour Assemblies.

2. Unit Assembly:
   - Remove Bottle Pour Assembly (BPA) from it’s packaging.
   - Push Lock Lever on Bottle Pour Assembly down to its closed position (See Image 1) and insert the BPA into the top of the Chamber (See Image 2).
   - Carefully remove the glass door from the box and install the glass door to the chamber. a. Locate the pins on the left side of the door. b. The longer pin indicates the top of the door and should easily slide up into the hinge on the cabinet (A). c. Once the long pin is in place, align the door with the chamber and the lower bottom pin should fit in place. (See Image 4).
   - Plug the unit in and locate the on/off main power button on the back right side of the unit.
   - The unit will run while it checks to see if a wine bottle is in place (approx 20 seconds).
   - Note: You will hear the Wine System start. The unit will run while it checks to see if a wine bottle is in place (approx 20 seconds).
   - Press and hold the Pour Spout button at the top of the Wine Chamber – a solid green light on the Pour button will illuminate. (E)
   - Hold the glass directly under the Pour Spout.
   - Press the Preserve/Unlock to Pour button at the top of the Wine Chamber – a solid green light on the Pour button will illuminate. (E)
   - Release the button – allow the last drop to flow into the glass before pulling the glass away.